The PAEP P2E2 Roundtable Meeting Marcellus and Natural Gas End Use Planning and Implementation Summit was held at the Keystone Industrial Port Complex (KIPC) in Fairless Hills on September 6th as part of a joint meeting with PAEP’s Eastern Section. The NERO OPPEA Manager participated in the panel discussion and presented on the Natural Gas Energy Development Program. Other speakers included Waste Management, Pennoni Associates, Excelon/PECO Energy Co, Marcellus Shale Coalition, and Lehigh Gas Company. Topics included CNG grant programs and incentives, navigating permits, natural gas as a transportation fuel, benefits of natural gas, combined heat and power (CHP), and the economic and environmental drivers for commercial and industrial natural gas use. A tour and presentation of Waste Management’s CNG fueling facility followed the meeting. Waste Management has replaced 32 diesel trash hauling trucks at the Bristol Township facility, which serves Bucks County and other areas around Philadelphia, with ones powered by CNG. PAEP President, Eric Buncher, travelled from Pittsburgh to make a presentation to the 2013 PAEP Annual Conference Planning Committee as part of the event. The recipients were presented with beautiful photographs of waterfalls from Pennsylvania’s State Parks taken by award winning photographer Howard Blichfeldt.